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Redesigned dark user interface. Unprecedented experience. 
LiveBoard provides easy access to a rich and extensive set of features through 
the use of Docking Panels and Workspaces, enabling a complete customization 
of the user interface.

Improved OpenGL engine. Speed up your workflow. 
The new version of LiveBoard has been engineered to take advantage of what 
the hardware is capable of and accelerate compute-intensive tasks. That means 
an incredible 4K playback, cutting-edge images, media processing and first class 
3D DVE effects with Picture in Picture.

Reinvented positing panel. Advanced features for everyday things.
Boost your productivity and creativity thanks to a set of powerful layout tools. 
Snap to object, smart alignment, re-positionable graphics templates into 3d 
space and more. It’s easy.

Separate output devices. Built for power.
With multiple output devices, you can preview, edit and play your live graphics 
just about everywhere. Choose your content and select the second SDI output to 
see the preview. When you are ready, switch to the main SDI output and bro-
adcast in real time. 

Fire events from any plugin. Automation made easy.
Template and plugin are connected as never before. Send events when your 
plugin reaches a specific status. Build your flexible graphics automation.

Tons of improvements and optimizations.
And you get even more. New trashcan with history and undo, vertical styled text 
roll, ScreenCapture plugin, Script object interface and counting. Work with your 
graphics at a whole new level of detail, speed, and responsiveness.

The brilliant playout for your live graphics, now pushed 
even further with an all-new user interface and tremendous 
features. Innovation on every level.
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The ultimate playout family for your live graphics, designed 
to fit your budget and your creativity. Real, unsurpassed
features can have affordable prices.

LiveBoard  Products Family

LiveBoard Light Edition: the best cost effective graphics playout.  
LiveBoard LE welcomes you with a friendly interface: each setting is easily 
accessible. Everything you do is lightning fast.  Manage your graphics on infinite 
levels and create new layouts including audio or video clips and graphics in the 
most popular formats, including QT, AVI, MPEG.

LiveBoard: advanced results in a new way. Express yourself. 
Turn your creativity into brilliant live graphics. Add motion templates, crawls, 
texts, pictures, video, audio, logic, data and more. They’ll blend together the 
way YOU want. 

Chose your 
product

LiveBoard SCG: you’ve got the power. Designed to be integrated. 
Thanks to a simple TCP/IP remote protocol, any video playout system or even 
the most advanced NCS can be integrated in a matter of hours. The SDK is here. 
Free. The power of LiveBoard matches any professional OEM need.

  LiveBoard LE      LiveBoard  LiveBoard SCG

Standard Professional System Integrator

Template Editors Support

MediaPlug™ Plugins

Advanced Scripting Language

Play graphics templates
Basic TCP/IP Protocol (LBC)
Adv. TCP/IP Protocol (SCG)

Layers available

Available as StandAlone

Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Sequential Unlimited Parallel Unlimited Parallel
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Instant operation, always. You click on it, it does its job.
Completely immerse yourself into your work. If you know how to drag 
and drop, you can use LiveBoard. It’s easy: just drag the contents 
and arrange them however you like it. 

Advanced results in a new way. Express yourself.
Turn your creativity into brilliant live graphics. Add motion templates, 
crawls, texts, pictures, video, audio, logic, data and more.  
They’ll blend together the way YOU want. 

Get your data from everywhere. 
Connect your graphics objects such as texts, videos and pictures  
to a lot of different DataSources. XLS, XML, RSS, CSV, TXT, SQL, SMS,
Facebook and Twitter, all included by default.

Scripting environment. You’ve got the power.
Thanks to the built-in scripting facilities you can improve your 
workflow, simplify boring or complex operations, automate
and create any kind of interaction between graphics contents. 

TemplateActions™. Automate your happiness.
Easily and quickly set a series of commands at any point of your 
timeline. Start the timer or run a media object at a specific frame 
of your graphics template. Now you can. 

More than a graphics playout. Powerful, multilayer, 
reliable and incredibly easy to use. Graphics handling 
the way you expect it. 
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